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ABSTRACT 
The experience of waiting is ubiquitous in all areas of life, and sometimes a waiting 
experi  ence is followed by decisions where morality matters. We present the results of a 
lab–in–the–field study to analyze the effects of (un)expected waiting duration on moral 
behavior. Passengers who had just joined the check–in line at the Ben Gurion Airport 
guessed how long they would have to wait to check in. After checking in, they then 
completed the die–under–the–cup task, wherein they could lie without being caught to 
improve their financial outcomes. Specifically, passengers rolled a die privately and 
reported any number of dots, knowing that their earn ings increase linearly in the number  
reported. We found that both the wait duration and its unexpectedness adversely shape 
morality. For comparison, an expected 100–minute wait and an unexpected 25–minute wait 
resulted in the same average increase of one dot in the reported number. We propose that 
after a wait (especially if unexpected), people seek compensation.  

As we fail to find selections on observables, we argue that the setup provides variations 
that are comparable to random assignments, giving support to the effects estimated. These 
results underscore that managing expectations about waiting duration could play an 
important role in mitigating subsequent immoral behavior. 
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1 Introduction

The experience of waiting, be it brief or extended, and expected or unexpected, is ubiquitous in

all domains of life. We wait for promotions, customer service, the cable repairman, medical care,

or a review decision. Empirical evidence shows that waiting experiences could negatively influence

our subsequent well–being (Prentice and Pizer, 2007; McGuire et al., 2010), preferences (Houston

et al., 1998; Bielen and Demoulin, 2007; Kremer and Debo, 2016), and purchase decisions (Ülkü

et al., 2020). In the medical domain, long waits can entail delayed treatments that are not only

costly, but also detrimental to health outcomes (e.g., Moran, 2013). In the service sector, long waits

induce frustration which contaminates satisfaction with services and products (e.g., Hui and Tse,

1996; McGuire et al., 2010). To the best of our knowledge, waiting research has so far focused on

how waits shape the evaluation of consumption (e.g., medical care, service, or a product) for which

people waited.

In this research, we expand the view of how waiting shapes preferences. We propose and em-

pirically demonstrate a more general and negative potential consequence of waiting. We show that,

despite a successful resolution, an extended waiting episode with unexpected duration has the po-

tential to change moral behavior for the worse.1 We examine a situation where the waiting episode

and the measured moral behavior are only temporally — and therefore, incidentally — linked. We

document that although the waiting episode was resolved successfully, the unexpectedness of its

duration adversely shaped subsequent and incidental choices, where monetary benefits were pitted

against honesty.

Our setup eliminates the scope for negative reciprocity, such that the unethical behavior targets

to even the score with those held responsible for the waiting experience. By doing so, we provide

evidence that the corrupted morality observed after lengthy and unexpected waiting is not driven

by wanting to even the scores with the perceived wrongdoer, but rather that experiencing loss in the

time domain triggers immoral behavior in the monetary domain. The uncovered pattern suggests

that an unexpected loss on the time domain prompts a cross–domain compensation on the monetary
1We only consider waiting experiences concluded with some resolution, and thus eliminate the inherent uncertainty

of waiting on how things will resolve.
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domain which is attained by relaxing morality.

We propose that this documented link between unexpectedly long waits and immoral behavior

may explain various forms of unethical behavior in certain situations. Those performing jobs where

dependencies on upstream inputs can lead to long and unexpected waits may behave unethically

in other domains of work, such as, for instance, in logging hours. Or, a patient who shows up at

the doctor’s office after a long wait, may overstate complaints or symptoms to access specialist care

faster (Behrens et al., 2023). Or, living under unpredictable institutional circumstances may breed

corruption and relaxed morals in everyday matters, such as not validating transit tickets, sorting

the trash, or paying the full taxes one owes. The mechanism may also underlie findings from Craig

et al. (2017), who document that longer waits among blood donors for their turns decrease their

willingness to convert to plasma donation (which is less comfortable and takes longer). Although

these seemingly minor and trivial reactions to lengthy or unexpected waiting episodes may seem

negligible, when frequent or widespread in a society, they may erode morals and impose nontrivial

aggregate costs on societies.

Academic research on how waiting experiences shape subsequent behaviors comes from mar-

keting (Kumar et al., 1997), management (Kaufmann et al., 2019), healthcare management (e.g.,

Tlapa et al., 2020; Rotstein and Alter, 2006), and operations research (e.g., Ilk and Shang, 2022;

Nie, 2000). This research distinguishes between two instrumental aspects of a waiting episode: the

absolute and relative durations of the waiting (McGuire et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 1997). The

absolute duration captures how long it took to wait for something (e.g., getting served, seeing the

health professional, etc.). The relative duration captures how the absolute duration compares to

the waiting duration which was initially expected. Service management research advances the idea

that the key factor in customer satisfaction or subsequent purchases is relative duration (Nie, 2000;

Kumar et al., 1997). This indicates that it is meeting the expectations about the waiting duration,

rather than the actual duration per se, which are instrumental in shaping subsequent preferences.

To target these expectations, many firms introduce offline or online tools providing real–time up-

dates on the expected waiting time for customers. In support of the notion that meeting customer

expectations about waiting time is crucial in customer experience, the application of these de-
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vices has been found to successfully mitigate customer disappointment or dissatisfaction (Ulmer

and Thomas, 2019; Kostami and Ward, 2009). In extreme cases, where customers become violent

with service providers after longer waits, such expectation management decreases the occurrence of

violent reactions to long waits (Efrat-Treister et al., 2019).

The primary and instrumental role of expectations in shaping honesty has also been documented

in behavioral economics research. Receiving less money than expected has a detrimental effect

on subsequent tax compliance (Dezső et al., 2022), sabotaging behavior (Grosch and Rau, 2020),

or truth–telling (Houser et al., 2012) — specifically, in cases where monetary gains are pitted

against morality. In this research, decision–makers fall behind monetary expectations and seek

compensation in the monetary domain which they attain by relaxing their ethics. Here, we propose

and demonstrate that failing to reach expectations in the time domain results in similar unethical

behaviors to improve one’s financial outcomes. The idea of fungibility of lost time and lost gains

appears to have an intuitive appeal, as some research documents robust similarities between loss

aversion in the monetary and time domains (Abdellaoui and Kemel, 2014; Leclerc et al., 1995).

We present the results of a lab–in–the–field study conducted at the departure side of Ben Gurion

Airport, Israel, in November and December 2022. The research assistants approached passengers

just arriving at various check–in lines at the airport and invited them to participate in a study, for

which they would earn money. First, they were asked how much they expected to wait until they

were checked in. Next, they responded to a list of demographic questions and some heterogeneity

measures about themselves (i.e., the purpose and destination of their travels and how patient they

perceive themselves to be). The passengers were then left alone in the check–in line.

Participating passengers were reapproached right after they had checked in. At this time, they

privately completed the die–under–the–cup task (hereafter DUTC) (e.g., Fischbacher and Föllmi-

Heusi, 2013; Tobol et al., 2020). The DUTC task is an experimental task in which subjects privately

roll a die under an opaque cup and report an outcome, which may or may not coincide with the actual

outcome they rolled. The payoff structure is simple in the DUTC task. The higher the number the

participant reports having rolled, the more money they receive, with payment increasing linearly

in the reported number. A key feature of the DUTC task is that the number which participants
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actually rolled remains unobserved by the experimenters. Therefore, participants do not face any

risk of being caught misreporting, which allows them to report any number they wish to and find

morally acceptable. Under these rules, the monetary–maximizing behavior is to report the number

six. However, empirical evidence documents that those who presumably rolled less than six, lie

only some (e.g., report higher numbers such as four or five) to increase rather than maximize their

payoffs (Abeler et al., 2019). In one strand of research, this restraint is explained by lying aversion,

whereby lying offsets the monetary utility gained by misreporting (Dufwenberg and Gneezy, 2000).

The other strand advances that not reporting a six is caused by people’s motivation to maintain a

positive self–image which would be tainted by lying (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002).

In our study, for each participant, we recorded the exact time of joining the check–in line

(and agreeing to participate), their line position at that time, and the exact time at which they

ultimately got checked in. In this way, we determined the duration each person had waited in line.

This duration was exogneous, as passengers could not influence how fast their line progressed.2

Although participants have the ability to decide whether to join the line in a particular position

upon arrival at the airport, given that it is essentially unpredictable which line position they would

get at a later time point, we assumed that there is no such selection into any line positions.3

To elicit passengers’ beliefs about how long they would have to wait until they were checked

in, immediately after joining the line and consenting to participate, they provided their guesses

about this duration. Eliciting participants’ guesses allowed us to calculate the difference between

the actual and estimated waiting durations. We decided not to incentivize this belief–elicitation

procedure because this could have created wealth effects that might have undermined participants’

reporting behavior on the DUTC task.

First, we observed that longer waits — especially when unanticipated — were associated with

higher reports on the DUTC task. In other words, the length and unexpectedness of a wait were

both associated with lying behavior. This relationship is robust after controlling for demographic

characteristics (which are not systematically associated with lying behavior in our sample), and also
2We selected flights with only one check–in line to eliminate a potential endogeneity between the ability to seek

out the fast line and ethical behavior.
3As a matter of fact, none of the personal characteristics we collected from passengers showed any association

with line position in our sample.
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when we control for waited duration in a flexible way. The only personal characteristic that was

negatively associated with lying on the DUTC task was participants’ self–reported patience level. In

particular, mean reports on the DUTC task were higher among those whose self–reported patience

level was below rather than above the median, which effect did not vary conditional on other factors

in the model. These results are again robust after controlling for participants’ demographics.

We estimate that a 100–minute increase in expected waiting duration results in an average

increase of one dot in reports on the DUTC task. When, however, the increased duration is unex-

pected, this threshold is 25 minutes. Simply put, only a quarter of the wait time is needed to get

the equivalent increase in lying when the wait time is unexpected rather than expected.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that documents the association between long and

unexpected waiting and unethical behavior. We also demonstrated a causal relationship between

greater unexpected waiting and malleability of moral preferences in a setting where the choice

to behave morally was not related to the context of waiting. Our results suggest that regularly

failing to meet expectations about the time spent waiting for something may have a more lasting

impact by shaping subsequent ethicality. Although this association has been widely acknowledged

in economic research on the consequences of falling behind expectations in the monetary domain,

our results suggest that this link carries across domains. That is, the experience of lost time

prompts compensation seeking in the monetary domain, which is attained by unethical behavior.

We surmise that our results have nontrivial implications for morality in general, as people routinely

need to endure long and unpredictable waits.

In Section 2, we describe the study and its procedure. Section 3 details the hypothesis and the

empirical strategy. Section 4 presents the results, followed by a discussion in Section 5.
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2 Study design and procedure

Figure 1 presents the study steps, and Appendix B includes the study material. Assistants blind

to the research questions approached more than 500 randomly selected passengers joining various

check–in lines at the Ben Gurion Airport Israel in November and December, 2022. Only a few

passengers from each line were approached to avoid possible spill–over effects. The approached

passengers were invited to participate in a 5–minute study in which they could earn between 10 and

60 NIS (New Israeli Shekel).4 A total of 441 passengers agreed to participate in the study.

Figure 1: The timeline of the study from the participant’s perspective

t=1

Joining the
check-in line.

Completing the survey.

t=2

Waiting

t=3

Checking–in

t=4

DUTC task.

Receiving payment.

Those willing to participate received a short survey sheet that included their assigned ID number

(which they also received as a small slip for later identification), a time stamp, and their line position

number. This timestamp recorded the exact time the participant entered the check–in line. The

line position was counted from the beginning of the line, where the check–in desk is located (i.e.,

it captures how far the participant is from the check–in desk). The first survey question asked

participants to provide their best guesses on how long they would wait to check in. They indicated

their guessed duration in minutes. Next, they answered some basic demographic questions, disclosed

their flight destination, the purpose of their trip, and where they would place themselves on a
4At the time of the study, 10 NIS ≈ 3 USD.
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patient–impatient continuum. Then, they gave back their sheet and kept the slip with their ID

number.

After subjects checked in, the research assistants recorded the exact time when the check–in

occurred. All participants successfully checked in to their flights, and this was confirmed by the

research assistants. Eventually, 300 participants continued with the study. The main part of the

study was implemented immediately after this time point. The participants privately completed

the DUTC task as follows. They received a cup in which there was a fair–sided die. They were

informed that rolling a 1 pays them 10 NIS, rolling a 2 pays 20 NIS, and so on, up to 60 NIS for

rolling a 6. They were assured that no one would check the actual number they rolled, and they

would be paid based solely on the results they reported. Next, they privately rolled the die and

reported the claimed result on the sheet. Finally, they returned the sheet indicating the number

they rolled and were paid according to their reports.

3 Hypotheses and empirical strategy

We conjecture that the longer one waits, the more dishonestly one behaves. Additionally, dishonesty

increases the more that one underestimates how long they will have to wait. To test our intuitions,

we construct a variable called Gap. Gap is the difference between the Waited Duration, defined as

the duration for which the participants waited in line to check in (i.e., the time difference between

joining the line and checking in) and the duration that the participant initially guessed.5 We

estimate the following regression specification:

Normalized_Reporti = β1 + β2 Waited_Durationi + β3Gapi(+γXi) + ϵi (1)

Normalized_Report is defined as the reported die roll on the DUTC, minus the expected value of

the die roll (i.e., 3.5). Xi is a vector of personal characteristics.

Our outcome variable is Normalized Report, so that β1 captures how much the baseline level

of reporting deviates from the expected outcome of the roll. We predict a positive value for β1.
5For example, if someone waited 60 minutes and guessed that they would wait 40 minutes, their Gap is 60−40 = 20

minutes.
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This captures that, on average, in the event of zero Waited Duration and zero Gap values, mean

reports are higher than the expected outcome of the die roll. β2 captures the effect of an increase

in Waited Duration on Normalized Report, assuming that this increase was anticipated. β3 captures

the differential effect of unexpectedness on the relationship between Waited Duration on Normalized

Reports. Therefore, β2 and β2+β3 give the effects of expected and unexpected Waited Duration on

the Normalized Report, respectively.

We form the following three hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1. There is a positive baseline level of over–reporting (β1 > 0).

Hypothesis 2. Expected Waited Duration has a positive effect on Normalized Report (β2 > 0).

Hypothesis 3. The unexpectedness of a Waited Duration has a further, positive effect on Normal-

ized Report (β3 > 0).

4 Results

4.1 Descriptive results

The final sample consists of 300 participants who performed the DUTC task.6 The sample’s

mean(SD) age in years is 34.23(11.21), and half of the participants are male.7 The majority of

participants (73.7%) traveled for pleasure, 17% for business, and 8.7% for “other” purposes. Most

of the participants are middle–class in their respective population, and the majority report being

full–time employed.8 Finally, the majority of the participants have less than a college degree.

Figure 2 presents the distributions of Waited Duration and Gap in our sample. From the right

panel, we learn that approximately one–third of the participants deviated by at least 10 minutes

from their Waited Duration. The fact that a significant proportion of participants made imprecise

guesses creates a meaningful variation in the Gap variable.
6See the summary of the basic demographics of the 300 passengers in Table A1 and Table A2 in the Appendix A.
7One participant indicated 1795 as their birth year, and we removed this participant when calculating the mean

age.
8Four participants did not indicate their income level.
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Figure 2: Distributions of Waited Duration and Gap

Notes: The left panel presents the distribution of Waited Duration (i.e., how much time in minutes participants waited to get

checked in). The right panel shows the distribution of Gap (i.e., the difference between Waited Duration and Guessed Duration

for each participant).

The relationship between Waited Duration and Reports is presented in Figure 3 where we plot

the distributions of Report made by participants with Waited Duration above and below the mean

value (i.e., 46.59 minutes). The distribution of Report is shifted towards a higher number among

participants with Waited Durations above the median value versus those with waits below the

median.9

4.2 The effects of expected and unexpected Waited Duration

To measure the effects of expected and unexpected Waited Duration on Reports, we estimate the

specification presented in Equation 1 and summarize the results in Table 1. The constant presented

in the first column supports Hypothesis 1. The baseline reporting is, on average, 0.5 higher than the

expected outcome of the dice roll (i.e., 3.5). Confirming Hypothesis 2, we find a positive estimated

coefficient of Waited Duration, indicating that the expected Waited Duration has a positive effect
9χ2(N = 300, 5) = 11.46, p = 0.043 indicating that the distribution of Reports differs between participants below

and above the median Waited Duration.
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Figure 3: Waited Duration and Reports

Notes: Empirical distributions of Reports for participants with Waited Duration values below and above the median (i.e., 38.5

minutes). The dashed horizontal line represents the theoretical expectation of the proportions in the event of honest reporting.

on Normalized Report. The 0.0096 estimated coefficient of the Waited Duration implies that a

roughly 100–minute (≈ 1/0.0096) increase in expected wait corresponds to an average one–dot

increase in the reports. Supporting Hypothesis 3, the estimated coefficient of the Gap term is

positive. The differential effect of unexpected Waited Duration on reports is 0.0361. In other words,

unexpectedness further exacerbates the deleterious effect of Waited Duration on reports.

Therefore, when the increase in Waited Duration is unexpected, 25 minutes (1/(0.0096 + 0.0361))

is enough to induce a one–dot increase in the report. Simply said, when unexpected, one fourth of

the expected increase in Waited duration is enough to create equally adverse moral consequences.

It is the unexpectedness of an increased Waited Duration, rather than the increased time spent

waiting in line per se, that most adversely shapes moral behavior.

Column 2 documents that the magnitude of the estimated coefficients is preserved after entering

all control variables.10

10We report the estimated coefficients for these controls in Table A3. Note that none of the coefficients differ
significantly from zero.
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Table 1: The effects of Waited Duration and Gap on Reports
(Dependent variable: Normalized Report)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 0.5231∗∗∗ 1.1181 0.9667∗∗∗ 2.1546∗∗

(0.1415) (0.6933) (0.0218) (0.8493)

Waited_Duration 0.0096∗∗∗ 0.0106∗∗∗

(0.0023) (0.0024)

Gap 0.0361∗∗∗ 0.0358∗∗∗ 0.0370∗∗ 0.0366∗∗

(0.0091) (0.0094) (0.0115) (0.0129)

Observations 300 295 300 295

Adjusted R2 0.149 0.146 0.077 0.066

Controls No Yes No Yes

Waited_Duration FE No No Yes Yes

Notes: OLS with robust standard errors. Standard errors are in parentheses. The samples in

Columns 2 and 4 do not include 1 participant who reported their age incorrectly and 4 participants

who did not report their income levels. The entered Controls are age, income levels, female dummy, ed-

ucation, employment, and travel purposes. Waited Duration FE denotes the Waited Duration deciles

fixed effects.

** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
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Translating our results into monetary terms, in the event of honest reporting, the expected

earnings for our DUTC task is 35 NIS (≈ 10.5 USD). The baseline over–reporting in our sample is

associated with an increase of 5 NIS in earnings, which corresponds to 14% of the expected earnings.

From the observed level of over–reporting, our participants asked 20% of the maximum increase that

they could have accumulated if they were willing to report the highest number on the die. This

proportion is comparable to the 23.4% reported by Abeler et al. (2019), which combined the results

of 90 experimental studies examining preferences for truth–telling.

The average payoff in our sample was 45 NIS. The difference between this amount and the 40 NIS

(i.e., corresponding to the mean payoffs due to over–reporting in the event of zero Waited Duration)

indicates that the experienced Waited Duration is responsible, on average, for another increase of 5

NIS in payoffs in our sample. That is, as a result of the waiting experience, participants, on average,

double their over–reporting (i.e, the 5 NIS increase is due to the baseline over–reporting, and the

other increase of 5 NIS is attributable to the waiting experience).

Recall that Figure 2 documents that the distribution of Waited Duration is right–skewed. To

ensure flexible control and equal weights across different levels of Waited Duration when estimating

the coefficient of the Gap term, we rerun the specification with fixed effects for the deciles of Waited

Duration and summarize the results in Columns 3 and 4. We learn that the estimates of the Gap are

robust to these alternative specifications. Note that in specifications from Column 2 and later, the

value of the constant can no longer be interpreted as the baseline level of (over)reporting because

the controls and/or the Waited Duration fixed effects are included.

One may expect differential effects of waiting among more and less patient people. Recall that we

collected participants’ self–reports on how patient they consider themselves to be. The distribution

of these Patience values is reported in Figure A1. We learn from this figure that the median value is

72, indicating that the participants perceive themselves to be rather patient. Therefore, we examine

whether the effects of Waited Duration and Gap on reports differ across participants with below– and

above–median patience levels, and summarize these results in Table 2. The specifications presented

in this table include a Patience dummy variable (i.e., D_Patient) that divides the participants into

levels above and below the median patience level in the sample. The coefficients of the interaction

12



Table 2: Effects of Waited Duration and Gap on Reports across different patience levels
(Dependent variable: Normalized Report)

(1) (2)

Constant 0.8231∗∗∗ 1.8121∗∗

(0.1902) (0.7725)

Waited_Duration 0.0092∗∗∗ 0.0091∗∗∗

(0.0026) (0.0027)

Gap 0.0228∗ 0.0240∗

(0.0124) (0.0125)

D_Patient -0.5622∗ -0.7579∗∗

(0.2911) (0.2974)

D_Patient × Waited_Duration 0.0006 0.0047

(0.0051) (0.0050)

D_Patient × Gap 0.0223 0.0202

(0.0176) (0.0187)

Observations 300 295

Adjusted R2 0.175 0.175

Controls No Yes

Notes: OLS with robust estimates of standard errors. Standard errors are

in parentheses. D_Patient is a dummy for participants above the median

patience level in the sample (i.e., 72) coded as 1 if above the median and 0

if below. The sample in Column 2 does not include the 1 participant who

reported their age incorrectly, and the 4 participants who did not report their

income levels. The entered Controls are age, income levels, female dummy,

education, employment, and travel purpose. Only a few passengers from

each line were approached to avoid possible spill–over effects.

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
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terms (i.e., Waited Duration by (D_Patience) and Gap by (D_Patience)) present by how much

the effect of Waited Duration and Gap change between participants with levels above and below the

median patience. While the magnitudes of the Gap and the Waited Duration estimates are similar

to those presented in our baseline specifications (see Table 1), we find no significant interaction

effects. That is, Waited Duration and Gap do not differentially impact those above than below the

sample’s median patience level.

4.3 Addressing potential selection issues

Like most field studies, our setup also contains unobserved and uncontrolled variations. However,

only those variations that may correlate with one’s endogenous propensity to lie, the Waited Du-

ration participants experience, and their Guessed Duration may cause threats to the identification.

In what follows, we briefly discuss these issues.

Let us first consider selecting into different values of Waited Durations. One can imagine that

everyone has a different level of endogenous propensity to lie, and this trait is instrumental to

which line position one is willing to take. For instance, those with a low propensity to lie would

only accept a low line position (i.e. closer to the check–in desk). These participants would then

naturally experience a lower Waited Duration as line position highly correlates with Waited Duration

(Pearson’s rho = 0.876 95%[0.846, 0.900], p ≤ 0.001). Although, in theory, such selections could

undermine our results, we demonstrate that they are absent in our sample.

Admittedly, one can imagine that people with specific traits that may correlate with their

endogenous propensities to lie systematically differ in how long ahead of their scheduled flights

show up at the airport. Even allowing for this type of selection, the length of the check–in line at

any arrival time point is highly unpredictable to a passenger, as it is a rather complex coordination

problem. To provide additional evidence for the absence of selection for any line positions in

our sample, we tested the associations between observables (i.e., personal characteristics and the

purpose of the travel) and line positions. We find no such relationships between these measures (see

Figure A2). In short, we argue that an average passenger has no means of selecting their check–in

line position.
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Second, let us consider the case of selecting into different values of Guessed Durations. One

can imagine that at one particular line position, a person with a higher propensity to lie guesses a

lower duration of how much they would have to wait to get checked in (i.e., has a lower Guessed

Duration value). This would count as a more optimistic estimate than that of a person with a low

propensity to lie. Consequently, for the same line position, the mean Gap would be higher for those

with a higher endogenous inclination to lie than for those with a lower propensity. This systematic

difference would bias upward the estimated coefficient of Gap (β3).

To assess the extent of such selection in our sample, we test for potential endogeneity in Guessed

Duration with respect to the observables. That is, while controlling for Line Position, we test for

the differences in the mean Guessed Durations across the observed characteristics. We find no

indication of selection along these observables (see Figure A3).

We also create a proxy for the aforementioned optimism by determining whether the participant

guesses below or above the average Guessed Duration vis a vis their line position.11 We find that

the estimated effects of waiting are robust to controlling for the optimism proxy (see Table A4).

5 Discussion

Our study documented that long and unexpected waits increase lying to improve one’s financial

conditions. It was not only the length of waiting that mattered in shaping preferences for lying,

but its unexpectedness as well. The associations between these factors and over–reporting were

robust after controlling for demographic variables that were not systematically associated with the

measured behavior. Our participants did not systematically select into any waiting duration (i.e.,

line position) along their demographic characteristics or their travel purposes. This suggests that

— although the key predictors of lying were not exogenously varied — there was no threat for

identification in our setup.

The self–reported level of patience was the only personal characteristic associated with lying

behavior. An increase in this patience measure was associated with lower mean reports on the
11We casually use the term “optimism” to categorize participants into two groups. However, we acknowledge that

our terminology captures a level of relative optimism among participants rather than a general trait of being an
optimist.
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DUTC task, and patience did not interact with the effects of the waited duration or the discrepancy

between the guessed and the actual waited duration. Patience is generally seen as a strong corre-

late or even an underlying trait for variations in persistence, attention to details, or self–control.

From this perspective, our results fit well into the literature documenting that these skills are posi-

tively associated with honest behaviors in various real–life settings (e.g., Cohn and Maréchal, 2018;

Irlenbusch and Villeval, 2015).

We provide a novel explanation for the observed adverse effect of long and unexpected waiting

on moral behavior. We rule out that the observed immoral behavior could be a form of negative

reciprocity since the budget from which the die reports were paid had nothing to do with the airport,

which could be held responsible for the lengthy and unexpected waits. One may argue that in the

domain of reference–dependent choices (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Kőszegi and Rabin, 2006,

2007, 2009), incurring a loss in the monetary domain alters the marginal utility of money, which,

in our setup, would have made passengers secure higher income through lying. We propose that

passengers’ guesses about how long they would have to wait in line were their reference points on

the time dimension. This implies that, although falling behind expectations caused losses in the

time dimension, they were redressed in the monetary domain through lying. Although this pattern

does not exclude the possibility of a changed marginal utility of money after having incurred a loss

in the time domain, it suggests that there may be a cross–domain compensation. Therefore, we

propose that people who experience unexpected waits may seek monetary compensation in another

situation that occurs incidentally after their unfortunate experience, even if this involves relaxing

their morals.

To our knowledge, academic research on waiting has not yet recognized the negative potential

of waiting experiences in shaping preferences. However, we surmise that the association uncovered

between waiting and eroded morals may have broader implications. Even when a waiting experience

is unrelated to a choice situation where morality is pitted against pecuniary gains, just having

experienced long and unexpected waits could undermine one’s morals. Falling behind expectations

may instill the sense of having lost out, which then instigates compensation seeking.

Provided that people routinely make choices that mainly rely on their ethicality (e.g., buying
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transit tickets, weighing one’s own fruits or vegetables at the self check–out at the grocery store,

returning e–mobility rentals undamaged), any experience that could erode moral preferences imposes

negative externalities on others, which further exacerbates the negative welfare consequences of

unethical behaviors. From a broader perspective, one can imagine that in societies with corrupt

and unpredictable institutions and where citizen expectations are regularly unmet — such as in many

developing countries (Hope, 2017; Olken and Pande, 2012) — citizens may react with deteriorated

morals that secure them some form of loss repair. Although we acknowledge the existence of various

mechanisms that could corrupt morals within a society, our approach offers some novel insights into

these sources of demoralization.

In our research, we solely focused on the consequences of long and unexpected waits on lying

behavior, and hence we refrain from making statements about welfare implications. This would

require mapping the subjective experience of waiting and how this experience depends on one’s

expectations about its length. When it comes to generalizability, one may consider whether there

was something special about the participants in our study. Although our participants were mainly

from Israel and among the wealthier population strata, we see no reason to assume that they would

be special in reacting with increased lying to long and unexpected waits. Overall, we do not see

any peculiarities of the waiting experience in the study or our participants that would suggest that

the proposed mechanism is only relevant in the specific context of the study.

5.1 Some concluding remarks

We conclude that managing expectations in situations that entail waiting could have beneficial con-

sequences. These advantages of expectation management have long been recognized and exploited in

the service sector when it comes to shaping the customer experience and increasing sales. From our

study, it seems that unpleasant waiting experiences may have more general negative consequences

on human behavior. This suggests that expectation management in any waiting situation could

indirectly improve human behavior by mitigating the possibility of eroding morals.
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A Appendix

Table A1: Descriptive statistics of the non-categorical variables

Mean Std.Dev. Obs

Waited_Duration 46.59 32.63 300

Guessed_Duration 44.70 31.17 300

Age 34.23 11.21 299

Figure A1: Distribution of self–reported Patience levels in the sample

Notes: Patience is a self–reported measure. Participants reported how patient they perceive themselves

to be on a scale ranging from 0 (extremely impatient) to 100 (extremely patient). The purple vertical

line shows the median patience level (= 72) in the sample.
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Table A2: Descriptive statistics of the categorical variables

N %

Income level

in the lowest 25% 5 1.69

between 25% and 50% 67 22.64

between 50% and 75% 129 43.58

top 75% or higher 74 25.00

prefer not to say 21 7.09

Total 296 100%

Employment status

full time 188 62.67

part time 52 17.33

student 44 14.67

unemployed 7 2.33

other 9 3.00

Total 300 100%

Travel purpose

business 53 17.67

pleasure 221 73.67

other 26 8.67

Total 300 100%

Highest level of education

elementary 1 0.33

high school 110 36.67

associate degree 105 35.00

college degree BA/BSc 60 20.00

university degree MA/MSc 24 8.00

Total 300 100%
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Figure A2: Differences in Line Positions for the controls

Notes: This is a coefficient plot from regressing Line Position on each of the listed variables coded

as dummies. The circles give the mean coefficient estimates for the category and the horizontal lines

their 95% confidence interval. D_age is a dummy, taking the value of 1 for participants above the

median age.
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Figure A3: Differences in Guessed Duration for the controls

Notes: This is a coefficient plot from regressing Guessed Duration on each of the listed variables coded

as dummies separately using line position fixed effects. The circles give the mean coefficient estimates

for the category and the horizontal lines their 95% confidence interval. D_age is a dummy, taking the

value of 1 for participants above the median age.
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Table A3: The effects of Waited Duration and Gap on Reports
(Dependent variable: Normalized Report)

(1) (2)

Constant 0.5231∗∗∗ 1.1181

(0.1415) (0.6933)

Waited_Duration 0.0096∗∗∗ 0.0106∗∗∗

(0.0023) (0.0024)

Gap 0.0361∗∗∗ 0.0358∗∗∗

(0.0091) (0.0094)

D_female 0.1248

(0.1631)

Age -0.0104

(0.0088)

Income -0.0420

(0.0906)

Observations 300 295

Adjusted R2 0.149 0.146

Controls No Yes

Waited_Duration FE No No

Notes: OLS with robust standard errors. Standard errors are in parentheses.

The sample in Columns 2 does not include 1 participant who reported their

age incorrectly and 4 participants who did not report their income levels.

The entered Controls are age, income levels, female dummy, education, em-

ployment, and travel purpose.

*** p < 0.01
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Table A4: The effects of Waited Duration and Gap on Reports controlling for the Optimism proxy
(Dependent variable: Normalized Report)

(1) (2) (3)

Constant 0.5231∗∗∗ 1.1181 0.7983

(0.1415) (0.6933) (0.7445)

Waited_Duration 0.0096∗∗∗ 0.0106∗∗∗ 0.0114∗∗∗

(0.0023) (0.0024) (0.0025)

Gap 0.0361∗∗∗ 0.0358∗∗∗ 0.0321∗∗∗

(0.0091) (0.0094) (0.0099)

D_optimist 0.1993

(0.1742)

Observations 300 295 295

Adjusted R2 0.149 0.146 0.146

Controls No Yes Yes

Notes: OLS with robust standard errors. Standard errors are in parentheses.

D_optimist is a dummy capturing whether the participant’s Guessed Dura-

tion is below the average (coded as 1) or not (coded as 0) of the corresponding

mean Guessed Duration in their line position. The samples in Columns 2

and 3 do not include the 1 participant who reported their age incorrectly

and the 4 participants who did not report their income–levels. The entered

Controls are age, income levels, female dummy, education, employment, and

travel purposes.

*** p < 0.01
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B Appendix - Survey sheet used in the study



1 
 

DATE________ 

SUBJECT ID________  

LINE POSITION____ 

TIME STAMP ______ (when the survey was filled out, and this is when the timer starts) -  

################################################################################## 

Welcome to our experiment, and thanks for your willingness to participate. The experiment is about 
financial behavior, and the involved researchers are XX from XY, and YY from ZZ.   

You can earn between 10 NIS and 60 NIS. Your final earnings depend on your choice and luck.  

You can discontinue participation at any time point without completing the study. In this case, 
however, we will not be able to pay you. The IRB# of this study is: XXX 

If you have any questions or comments, please email XXXX 

############################################################################### 

1. In your best estimate, how many minutes will you have to wait in this check-in line before 
you get checked in?  
 
I expect to wait ____________ minutes (indicate your answer)  
 

2. Where are you flying to? __________ (indicate your answer)  
 

3. What is the purpose of your travel? (select one answer)  
o Pleasure 
o Business 
o Other 
o Prefer not to answer 

 
4. In which country are you currently living? ________ (indicate your answer)  
5. Your birth year: _________ (indicate your answer)  

 
6. Your gender (select one answer)  

o Male  
o Female 
o Other  
o Prefer not to answer  

 
7. Your highest level of education (select one answer)  

o Elementary school  
o High school graduate  
o Associate degree  
o College degree/BA/BSc  
o University degree/MA/MSc  
o Advanced degree (e.g., Ph.D., MBA)  
o Prefer not to answer  



2 
 

 
8. Your perception of your income level (or your household’s income level if you are not living 

alone) in the population of the country where you are living. (select one answer)  
o In the lowest 25%  
o In the second lowest 25 % (i.e., between 25% - 50%)  
o Between 50% and 75% of the population  
o Top 75% or higher  
o Prefer not to answer  

 
9. Your nationality:  _________ (indicate your answer)  

 
10. Your employment status (you can select more than one answer)  

o Unemployed  
o Employed full-time  
o Employed part-time  
o Other  
o Student  
o Retired  
o Prefer not to answer  

 
11.  People differ in how patient they are. Some people perceive themselves as rather patient, 

some and as rather impatient when it comes to waiting to get something, standing in line, 
waiting for a response from someone, waiting for their turns, etc.  
 
On a scale between 0 and 100, how would you rate yourself? 
  
0 – Implies that you are extremely impatient,  
50 – Implies that you are neither impatient nor patient, 
100 – Implies that you are extremely patient.  
 
You can indicate any integer between 0 and 100.  
My response _______________ (indicate your answer) 

 

 

Thank you! We will return to you once you have checked in to complete the survey and give you your 
payment. 

  



3 
 

DATE________ 

SUBJECT ID__________________  

LINE POSITION_______________ 

TIME STAMP _________ (when the check-in happened)  

 

Now, we give you a cup with one die inside. Please shake the cup, roll the die, and observe your 
rolled die. We do not see the number you rolled, but you will report it. Your report determines your 
earnings.  

o If you report having rolled 1, you will be paid 10 NIS. 
o If you report having rolled 2, you will be paid 20 NIS 
o If you report having rolled 3, you will be paid 30 NIS 
o If you report having rolled 4, you will be paid 40 NIS 
o If you report having rolled 5, you will be paid 50 NIS. 
o If you report having rolled 6, you will be paid 60 NIS. 

 

Now, please go to a private place and roll the dice.  

Please write down the number you rolled here __________________  

your earnings here ____________and hand us the sheet. 

 

 

 

Thank you for your participation and safe flight! 
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